The latest survey of voters in Hamilton-Wentworth points to an election day victory for Progressive Conservative Candidate Sean O'Sullivan.

The survey results show that Mr. O'Sullivan has made major inroads in the east Hamilton and St.fleet portions of his riding, while adding to his early leads in Ancaster, Stoney Creek, Binbrook and Glanford.

According to poll analysis, the swing to Mr. O'Sullivan has come from the thousands of undecided voters who have waited until the last two weeks of the campaign before making their choice of candidate.

Earlier polls in Hamilton-Wentworth had shown a very large percentage of those undecided voters.

Throughout his vigorous campaign, Mr. O'Sullivan has identified the major concerns of Hamilton-Wentworth residents, and put forward the following commitments:

- Immediate reduction of personal income taxes by 4%. And cancellation of the tax increases scheduled by the Trudeau government for January 1st. To put more money in the hands of the people.
- That will increase the demand for consumer goods and services. New jobs will be created, offering hope and opportunity for the half-million unemployed.
- A complete review of the Trudeau government's welfare policies. To ensure that those who genuinely need help receive it. And to stop the waste of "giveaways" to those who do not deserve assistance.
- The restoration of the dignity and importance of the individual citizen. Because people do things better than governments. And the Ottawa Bureaucracy, with its excessive expenditures and contempt for Parliament, must be brought under control.
- Genuine concern for Canada's senior citizens, widows and others on fixed incomes. Those in need will have their income increased with any raise in the cost of living.
- An end to the abuses of the Unemployment Insurance system. 544-million dollars is not 'as the Liberal Government says - just a drop in the bucket'.
- Removal of the federal sales tax on building materials. To lower the cost of housing, and because construction means jobs.
- More deterrents to fight crime. By backing up our police forces. Reviewing our laws on capital punishment, and bringing it back if proven to be a genuine deterrent. And by making criminals bear responsibility for compensation to their victims.
- Equality for all Canadians - with no special status or handouts for any group or province.
- A positive approach to Canadian economic nationalism. By restoring confidence in our economy. By encouraging Canadians to buy Canadian and to invest in Canadian enterprise. And by promoting manufacturing using Canadian resources here at home.
- A new era in labour relations, with government leading the search for an alternative to outmoded strikes. In any labour-management dispute, government must protect the public interest.

"Every Vote Counts"

O'Sullivan

"You have done a terrific job. But our biggest task is still on October 30th. Every vote counts!" So Sean O'Sullivan told his campaign workers, who were obviously enthused about the latest Hamilton-Wentworth polls indicating victory for their candidate.

Mr. O'Sullivan gave his campaign team praise for their efforts during the eight-week campaign.

"You have carried our message to the people of Hamilton-Wentworth, and they are with us. They share our belief that Canada can do better," he said.

Mr. O'Sullivan added: "We have a chance to do more than just change governments on October 30th.

"We can also change the direction of Canada. Away from the welfare state drift of the Trudeau government. "Towards the kind of progressive, prosperous nation Canada could be and should be - where the individual citizen is of paramount importance."

Mr. O'Sullivan continued: "Let us urge every individual in this ridings to join us in this challenge. "Let us remind him that he counts, and his vote counts on October 30th," he said.

The survey results confirm the assessments of national reporters who have analyzed the riding. Early in the campaign, Charles Lynch reported on television from Ottawa that Mr. O'Sullivan's chances were "very good" for election to the House of Commons. A Toronto Globe and Mail reporter was also impressed by the P.C. candidate. He wrote: "If the campaign was conducted entirely over radio, you would swear he was the oldest in the race. "Mr. O'Sullivan in fact has a record of political precision."

The news report added: "He runs a taut, well-organized campaign dealing easily with people two and three times his age."

The Ottawa Citizen described Mr. O'Sullivan as "an attractive candidate", in a feature story about the riding, and "Bet on Torrens" was the reporter's prediction.

During the weeks of his door-to-door campaigning, Sean O'Sullivan has attracted substantial news attention, both at the local and national levels.

Mr. O'Sullivan has been interviewed by representatives of national news services, including Time Magazine, CBC, CTV and Southam Press, as well as the CBC French Network and La Presse, a Montreal daily.

Their interest confirms the statement by former Prime Minister John Diefenbaker that, with the election of Sean O'Sullivan, "the people of Canada will know where Hamilton-Wentworth is."
NOW is the time...

Sean O'Sullivan.

Ability and Experience.

For Hamilton-Wentworth.
For Canada.

Robert Sernick has counted on Sean O'Sullivan for support, advice and hard work. He has said: "Sean's years of experience have been invaluable to the Party and I look forward to working with him in the House of Commons following the next election."

As President of the Hamilton Area Young Conservative, and later Vice-President, Sean O'Sullivan earned the confidence and trust of the entire party; he has been appointed Sean for Youth Advisor and has commented: "I have known Sean O'Sullivan for a year and a half. He is a remarkable young man and I am convinced that he would make a fine representative for the people of Hamilton-Wentworth."

John Diefenbaker encouraged Sean to become politically involved over eight years ago, and has said: "I am greatly impressed by Sean O'Sullivan, and I am confident that he will make a great contribution to the political life of the Country."

Working as Robbie Mild as Executive Assistant to John Diefenbaker, Sean O'Sullivan knows how Parliament functions, and how to cut through red tape to help people.
Christine and Brendan are two of the many reasons why Sean O'Sullivan is seeking your support.
They live in the riding too, and they are citizens of the future.
Sean O’Sullivan has long recognized the need for Government that plans for the future.
Because the decisions made by Government do more than affect our lives today.
These decisions also help determine the kind of Canada we shall have in the future.
The kind of Canada we shall leave as our legacy to future generations.
It’s an important responsibility.
And Sean O’Sullivan has always taken responsibility seriously.
He is committed to the belief that Canada can do better today.
And he is prepared to make decisions that will ensure a better Canada tomorrow.
A Nation where Canadians can live and work in freedom.
Where law and order prevail.
Where personal initiative and hard work still count.

Where people can be themselves.
When you vote on October 30th, think of Christine and Brendan and all other young Canadians.
It’s their election too.

Sean O’Sullivan.
For Hamilton-Wentworth.
For Canada.